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Anemon is based in Athens, Greece, and produces innovative documentary, web and 

educational projects, aiming to inform and inspire action.  

Recent films include When Tomatoes Met Wagner which is the Greek BIFF Oscar contender 

and premiered at the Berlinale 2019 (Greek Film Centre, Cosmote TV, ARTE), Greek Film 

Academy winner Dolphin Man (ARTE, Wowow, Knowledge, TVO, SVT, RTS, Yes DBS, ERT, CNS, 

Greek Film Centre), IDFA shortlisted Kismet (ARTE, Al Jazeera, YLE, SVT, ERT, Channel 8, Rai, 

Greek, Bulgarian and Croatian Film Centres) and Grierson nominated The World’s First 

Computer (BBC, ARTE, NHK, PBS). 

Cross-media projects include: 

- A Balkan Tale, a photography and interactive travelling exhibition aiming to change 
public perceptions of the Ottoman period in the Balkans. In collaboration with the 
Goethe Institut South Eastern Europe and partners across the Balkans.  

- Twice a Stranger, an exhibition, storytelling, film screenings, educational and 
cooking programmes about population exchange in the 20th Century. Supported by 
the Culture Programme of the EU, in collaboration with the University of Oxford, the 
Benaki Museum, the Stockholm War Museum, the Deutsches Historische Msueum, 
the Bilgi University, Tolle Idee, the Goethe-Institut, the Leventis Foundation UK and 
the British Council. 

- War & Peace in the Balkans, a multi-media exhibition uses archive photos and video 
interviews with leading historians to tell the little known history of the Great War in 
South East Europe from a transnational perspective.  Produced for the Goethe Institut 
on the centenary of the outbreak of World War I. 

- Metsovo 1900, an innovative cross-media project which showcases Metsovo's Folk 
Art Museum. Through photographic reenactments of everyday life in the early 
20th century, the platform uses interactive digital applications, text and video to 
highlight the cultural heritage of the Pindus mountain range communities. 

 

Anemon also runs CineDoc and CineDoc Kids, two yearlong festivals which screen and 
distribute documentaries across Greece.   

EUROPE 
Goethe-Institut, Southeastern Europe – the regional branch of the German 
non-profit educational organization encouraging international cultural 
exchange in South-East Europe. 

WWF -the leading organization in wildlife conservation and endangered 
species. Foodprint works with WWF Greece, which also brings in its Europe 
wide network in Portugal, Spain, and Italy and Cyprus. 

GREECE          
National Museum of Contemporary Greek Art Athens (ΕΜΣΤ) – Greece’s 
museum of art which safeguards, preserves, documents, researches and 
exhibits works of contemporary Greek and international art. 

Hellenic  Ministry of Culture & Sports, Directorate of Modern Cultural Heritage – 
the state agency responsible for the implementation in Greece of the 
International Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage (UNESCO, 2003). 

Piraeus Bank Group Cultural Foundation – a foundation showcasing Greece's 
cultural heritage through a network of thematic museums. 

Museum of Cycladic Art - a cultural institution and museum dedicated to the 
study and promotion of ancient cultures of the Aegean and Cyprus. 

 
CYPRUS 

Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation - encouraging the research and study of 
Cypriot civilisation in the fields of archaeology, history, art and literature. 

Cyprus Food Museum – a virtual museum recording, preserving and 
disseminating the cultural heritage of food in Cyprus. 

ITALY 
Brescia Museums - a complex museum system including, amongst other sites, 
the UNESCO site Santa Giulia Museum and Brescia’s Archaeological Area, 
the largest urban archaeological zone in north Italy.  

PRODUCED WITH THE SUPPORT OF CREATIVE EUROPE
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